Poker Table
What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Poker Table apart?
Extensively used across the world, and manufactured with world class craftsmanship
TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s Poker Tables are the perfect choice for any casino.

Features & Benefits
Bespoke Styles and colours to meet your needs
Premium layouts to compliment any theme
Quality craftsmanship in every table manufactured
Legs - "H"-style, "X"-style, barrel base style, or bespoke designs
Integrated electronics, security and display systems
Foot-rail - brass or chrome, small section or chunky
Wide choice of drink rails, holders and ashtrays
Armrest - leather or vinyl, choice of colour
Smoke Fence for improved dealer comfort

World Class Craftsmanship
The flop, the turn, the river, the essential fundamentals of
Texas Hold’Em Poker, similarly, TCSJOHNHUXLEY holds the
fundamentals of quality craftsmanship, standout design and
eye-catching visuals that go into every Poker Table created by
the world’s leading manufacturer of live gaming equipment.

A Truly Bespoke Service
Whether your preference is for traditional or theme styling, our
tables are the perfect choice for any card room or exclusive high
limit/VIP gaming area.
Each table is manufactured by highly skilled craftsman and
can be built to your bespoke needs, with all the latest colours,
finishes and materials available to compliment any casino brand,
colour scheme or design. Available with a “H”- style or “X”-style
legs, barrel base or bespoke designs the TCSJOHNHUXLEY
Poker table also comes with a wide range of accessories
including foot rails, drinks holders and armrest styles.
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Integrated Electronics
Almost as important as the playing surface of the table are the
range of electronic components such as dealer consoles, utility
and security features, mounted PC’s and controller units that
are incorporated into them.
With unrivalled experience of fusing technical innovations with
traditional gaming products TCSJOHNHUXLEY give distinct
advantages to its customers.

Let’s get technical
Table Height
Table Width
Table Depth

730mm
2440mm
1224mm

Colour Options

Available in a number of colours and finishes

All drawings and dimensions shown are based on popular UK table sizes. A
wide range of table designs and sizes are available from TCSJOHNHUXLEY
alongside custom sizes and finishes, please contact us for more information.
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